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In this paper, a single-phase parallel (shunt) active
power filter (APF), operating with adaptive filter
capacitor voltage (AV), is used as a base for
combined approach to active power filtering and to
connection of additional voltage sources to AC
network. Through filter capacitor voltage
adaptation, improvement of switching conditions
can be observed both from AC and DC side of
active power filter, making this approach suitable
for connection of low-voltage DC sources (30 –
100 V) to AC network. Thus, advantages are
provided for application of emerging solar cells
technologies (e.g. thin-film), which operate in this
voltage range. Furthermore, improvement can be
noticed in sense of power factor correction as the
primary role of APF. In this paper, there are
various connections of DC sources through an
additional converter for filter capacitor voltage
adaptation discussed and evaluated. Active power
photovoltaic systems performances are verified by
simulations and by measurements.
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Introduction

DC voltage from photovoltaics or other DC sources
can be inverted to AC network through DC-link
voltage of a single-phase parallel active power
filter. Thus, the active power filter (APF) acquires
yet another function, besides compensation of
reactive power and harmonic distortion of nonlinear
loads, supplied by AC network. Since efficiency is
an important parameter in renewable energy
applications, an additional buck converter is used
commonly in utilization of APFs as a link between a
photovoltaic source and the AC network [1, 2]. In
order to achieve proper operation of active power
filter, filter capacitor voltage has to be higher than
maximum line voltage, and consequently, it is
*
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necessary to connect large number of solar cells in
series [1, 3] in order to achieve appropriate DC link
voltage. Commercial solutions, based on APF with
boost converter, are flexible because of additional
step-up of photovoltaic (PV) voltage.
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Figure 1. Single-phase shunt active power filter
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Figure 3. Efficiency of boost converter depends on
duty cycle (D) and ratio between
equivalent output resistance (Re) and
parasitic resistance (RL).
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has drawbacks for applications with higher voltage
step-up which is common in newer solar cell
technologies (e.g. thin-film) [2, 5]. This usually
decreases efficiency due to losses on parasitic
inductor resistance of the boost converter [3].
At this point, it seems that the use of transformer
can solve this problem [4, 5], since the transformers
are very efficient components, but they could
saturate during operation. The transformer
saturation arises especially in push-pull converter
[5], but in some other approaches with flyback
converter, for instance, magnetic core is not
completely utilized, which is another reason for
further study of advanced transformerless solutions
[6].
It appears that many converters could be
incorporated into a larger and more sophisticated
converter, where the effect of parasitic inductor
resistance could be reduced. Consequently,
additional semiconductor switches [7, 8, 9] which
control charging and discharging of filter capacitor
according to load and AC network conditions [10,
11] are required. Simulations and practical results
show the efficiency increase as a consequence of
improved switching conditions. Model of classic
APF [12] has been extended by different adaptive
voltage converter topologies. It is shown, that time
utilization of energy flow [13] does not omit an
application of different MPPT algorithms [14, 15]
ever since a fast microcontroller system has been
used [16, 17].
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Figure 4. Boost converter voltage step-up ratio
(VO/VPV) depends on duty cycle (D) and
ratio between equivalent output resistance
(Re) and parasitic resistance (RL).
Output voltage of a boost converter connected to
solar cells represents filter capacitor voltage of APF
[4], which is approximately constant during steady
state operation. In this way, functions of APF's
compensation and maximum power tracking
(MPPT) of solar cells/module are independent,
without significant interaction. This approach is
quite effective for classical PV modules [1, 2], but it

In order to compare APF with constant (Fig. 1) and
adaptive filter capacitor voltage (Fig. 2) concerning
their ability to connect additional energy sources, it
is useful to introduce equivalent output resistance Re
of applied boost converter, which is defined as ratio
between DC/DC converter output voltage VO (being
equal to filter capacitor voltage VC1) and its output
current IPO:
Re 

VO
VP V
VPV
V


 C1 .
I P O I P O 1  D  I P V 1  D 2 I P O

(1)

There, VPV and IPV are solar module voltage and
current, respectively. The equation (1) is valid for a
continuous boost converter operation (idealized
form). It can be noted that higher filter capacitor
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voltage VC1 requires higher duty cycle D of boost
converter. Boost converter application leads to high
input currents which are followed by increased
losses on parasitic inductor resistances (e.g.
resistance RL of inductor L2 from Fig. 1 and 2).
Efficiency of boost converter could be calculated as
a ratio between output power and total power, as
follows:
1
1
1



RL
RL  I P V
RL  I P V  (1  D) 2
1
1
1
VP V
Re (1  D) 2
VP V (1  D) 2

1
.
RL
1
1
1  D 2 Re

(3)

Practical consequence of this equation is that
boosted PV voltage can't achieve required level by
relatively high filter capacitor voltage, regardless of
duty cycle D˙s increase (Fig. 4).

3

vCr  k vS  k1  ifk ,

 iF ;
ifk  
0;

. (2)

Efficiency therefore decreases with increased
parasitic resistance RL of inductor L2 and with
higher duty cycle D, as represented in Fig. 3. Higher
voltage step-up which is needed for low PV voltage
applications seems to be very hard to achieve, since
converter step-up ratio (VO/VPV) is not only a
function of duty cycle as in an ideal case, but also
depends on ratio between equivalent output
resistance (Re) and parasitic resistance (RL):
VO
1

VP V 1  D

switching conditions in H-bridge APF [9, 10]. Filter
capacitor voltage VC1 should follow its reference
value vCr, which has slightly modified waveform of
absolute line voltage:

Losses and efficiency consideration of
adaptive voltage active power filter

A combination of two DC/DC converters has to be
implemented to provide proper charging and
discharging of the filter capacitor, thus obtaining an
adaptive voltage waveform on APF filter capacitor.
Consequently, the filter capacitor is being charged
and discharged for about few hundred volts during a
single half-cycle of line voltage, therefore its
capacitance has to be much lower than in the case of
constant voltage DC-link capacitor – typical
capacitance of adaptive voltage filter capacitor is
10 μF or less. Recharging of such low capacitance
will not contribute significantly to converter losses;
even more, slight efficiency improvement,
compared to constant filter capacitor voltage
approach can be expected due to improved

vS  iF  0 ,
vS  iF  0

(4)
(5)

if  iF  sign( vS ) ,

(6)

vC1  vCr ,

(7)

where vS is input voltage, k is a constant around 1,
k1 is a constant with resistive character (around
10 ), iS represents line source current and iF is
filter current, all according to Fig. 1 and 2.
Consequently, filter capacitor voltage reaches very
low level during the zero-transition of line supply
voltage, leading to H-bridge switching conditions
close to zero voltage switching (ZVS). Although
this phenomenon is not fully implemented, the APF
filter capacitor voltage depends on network
conditions. Anyhow, in the case of adaptive voltage
(AV) APF, the maximum filter capacitor voltage is
upwards limited like in constant voltage APF (Fig. 5
a).

4

Simulation results of adaptive voltage
approach in active power filtering

APF with adaptive voltage has been simulated with
Simplorer simulation software. The switching
frequency of APF (basic switching frequency) is
20 kHz. Fig. 5 shows that simulated filter capacitor
reference voltage reaches very low voltages for
various load current waveforms (iL). D–class of load
current (according to IEC standards) is very suitable
for adaptive voltage approach since the intervals of
high and low filter capacitor voltage are equally
distributed (Fig. 5 a). Oppositely, the square
waveform of load current results in relatively short
interval of low voltage on filter capacitor (Fig. 5 b).
The reference filter capacitor voltage waveforms
(vCr) obtained in Fig. 5 c and Fig. 5 d are also
suitable for connecting of low voltage solar cells,
since low filter capacitor voltage enables higher PV
currents even for low PV voltages (e.g. application
of thin-film solar cells modules).
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(400 V – 1 kV); for lower voltages, efficiency
improvement could be even higher, because the
same switching frequency (5 kHz) allows the filter

capacitor to be charged and discharged more
precisely.
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Figure 6. Classic APF (above) and adaptive voltage APF (below) under the same conditions
(400 V DC link voltage in classic APF and 400 V maximal vC1 in adaptive voltage APF).
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Synergy between PV energy sources and
adaptive voltage APF through Boost
Buck Topology
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Figure 7. Simulation of APF with adaptive filter
capacitor voltage vC1, connected to PV
source with boost converter: DC link
voltage vC2, load current iL, source current
iS, DC source current iPV, output current of
boost converter iPO, filter capacitor
discharging current iL3, instantaneous DC
source power (pPV), active power of DC
source PPV; 500 V/div, 25 A/div, 2 ms/div,
100 W/div.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison between AV APF and
constant voltage APF concerning their connection
to additional DC source - It was measured that more
power can be transmitted to capacitor with variable
voltage than to constant voltage DC link.
Consequently, supply current iS decreases, leading
to lower consumption and higher efficiency.
In interaction of AV APF with boost converter, it
was noticed that from the boost converter to the AC
side equal power can be transmitted at lower duty
cycle D than with constant voltage APF. Thus,
higher efficiency is provided for the boost
converter. This improvement can be explained by
(2), since VPV apparently has a higher value during
the intervals of reduced filter capacitor voltage
(VC1). Both simulation (Fig 7) and experimental
results (Fig 8) show that in spite of the constant
duty cycle (optionally MPPT), boost converter
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output current (iPO) has impulse waveform which
can be biased by some DC component for higher
power.

vCr
vC1
iS
iL

t

Figure 8. Adaptive filter capacitor voltage
reference vCr, adaptive filter capacitor
voltage vC1, line current iS and load
current iL, recorded for a combination of
nonlinear loads; 5 ms/div, 200 V/div,
2 A/div.
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There, D6 and D7 represent duty cycles of switches
S6 and S7 respectively, and iS6 and iS7 are
corresponding currents. Photocurrent value remains
unaffected during the buck converter action and is
increased during boost converter action:

AV_APF

88

different type (e.g. different renewable energy
sources, especially for residential applications).
Since the PV cells represent a DC source, it is
desirable to accomplish a filter capacitor charging
(buck converter) and discharging (boost converter)
through separate inductors [9, 10].
This can be accomplished by topology, named
boost-buck AV APF converter (Fig. 10), which is
appropriate for cases when the difference between
DC source voltage and DC link voltage is too high
both for constant voltage and adaptive voltage
approach. Such a converter can transmit energy to
AC side even at voltage level of single solar cell
(≈1 V). Output current of boost converter (current
through L2) can be expressed as:

)
%
( 84
y 82
c
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e 78
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Figure 9. Efficiency versus active power of load for
constant and adaptive voltage APF.
For the increased values of boost converter duty
cycle, impulse waveform of iPO is still notable, but
energy transfer occurs also during the intervals of
increased filter capacitor voltage. Anyhow, energy
transmitted to the AC side by boost converter,
strongly depends on filter capacitor voltage and for
higher voltages vC1, power delivery from low
voltage DC source (VPV = 33 V) will not be possible
at all (neither for AV APF).
There are few topologies [7, 8] which can be used
for achieving adaptive filter capacitor voltage. Each
of them is suitable for connection of DC sources of

However, the peak value of output current for low
voltages VPV is not limited by its DC source voltage,
but with the current through switch S6 and diode D6
(continuous operation). In (8) and (9) it was taken
into account that the converters (buck and boost) are
not active within the same time interval, but their
actions support each other in sense of output current
iPO.
Fig. 7 shows impulse waveform of DC source
current (iPO) when otherwise for constant voltage
approach energy transfer from DC to AC side would
not be possible (due to high DC link voltage). It can
be noted that DC source transmits its energy to filter
capacitor and further to the AC network only during
intervals of lower filter capacitor voltage or when
the switch S6 conducts. The measurement confirmed
simulation results (Fig. 8 and 12).
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iPO

current of switch S6 in order to achieve MPPT
function. Similar topology is presented in Fig. 10 b,
where solar cells are connected to flyback diode
circuit of boost-buck adaptive voltage converter.
That means that a current flowing through the solar
cells is lower than in previous example. It could be
written:
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In this case maximal PV current becomes more
dependent on load current of APF filter since
synergy is reduced compared to (9). In an example
from Fig. 10 c solar cells current is completely
independent of charging current of capacitor C1, i.e.
if switch S7 is constantly turned off, current through
solar cells remains zero. The solution from Fig. 10
d. differs from Fig. 10 c only in diode positioning.
Each of these topologies is favorable for some
specific voltage level, but solution from Fig. 10 a
enables highest maximal currents for minimal
voltage levels, so it is considered as optimal. It is
shown together with APF in Fig. 11 in order to
investigate dynamics of AV APF.

C2

S5

c)

D7

VP V  0

C2
vC2

d)

Figure 10. Adaptive voltage (AV) converter with
two inductors and PV source connected
in different ways.
Sharing the same inductor (L2) for charging of filter
capacitor and boost converter opens various
possibilities for connecting a DC source (PV cells)
within the same boost-buck topology (Fig. 10). The
solution in Fig. 10 a has possibility of reducing the

7

AV APF dynamics

AV APF has few advantages in sense of dynamics
in comparison to the constant voltage H-bridge
circuit (Fig. 1). In this circuit, dynamics of APF is
influenced by series connection of voltage vC2 and
PV cells voltage. Therefore, the voltage which is
seen from the point of H-bridge inverter is higher
than in case of the constant DC link voltage. This is
also the case in Fig. 10 a, whenever the switches S6
and S8 are closed. This means that solar cells can
increase compensating capabilities of classic –
constant DC link voltage APF in intervals of rapid
load current changes. In this way possible saturation
of APF would be avoided. This approach is not
limited to AV APF only (Fig. 10 a, 11), but it could
be applied to classic APFs. It means that a “two
level” converter becomes a “three level converter”
by appropriate solar cells connection. More ever,
inrush current of capacitor C1 has been reduced
comparing to classic solution (Fig. 1) since its
capacitance is decreased to less than 10 µF.
Increased
flexibility
could
be
described
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mathematically by means of filter capacitor voltage
vC1.
Operation of AV APF (Fig. 11) can be
mathematically described. The supply line voltage
(vS) or its fundamental harmonic component can be
used to determine the supply line current reference
(iS):
iS  k 2  vS .

(11)

Constant k2 represents proportionality factor related
with DC link voltage (VC2 for AV APF). For a
voltage source APF one transistor in transistor leg
conducts:
SS1  SS2  1,

(12)

meaning either the state of switch S1 or the state of
switch S2 is on. Polarity (sign) of supply line
voltage vS determines switching of transistors S1 and
S2:
S S2 

1  sign (vS ) .
2

(13)

However, switching of switches S3 and S4 is much
faster (≈ 20 kHz). It is defined by (11) and
characterized by:
SS3  SS4  1,

(14)

vx  SS2  SS3  SS1  SS4   vC1 .

(15)

where the vx is marked in Fig. 11. The stated
equations for AV APF are:
iF
1
 vS  SS2  SS3  1  vC1 .
dt L1

vC1 1
 SS2  SS3  1 iF .
dt C1

Adaptation of the filter capacitor voltage is closely
related with rapid filter current changes (16), as
well as decreased value of filter capacitor
capacitance (C1).
Different algorithms could be applied for each
topology from Fig 10. For the converter system
shown in Fig 11, results are shown in Fig. 12.
Switching of transistor S5 is accomplished with
constant duty cycle (D5≈ 0.7) which is activated
when the filter capacitor voltage vC1 is higher than
its reference. On the other hand, switch S6 is
conducting when the filter capacitor voltage is
lower than its reference (4-7). The duty cycle of
switch S6 has been chosen in order to achieve best
dynamic response (D6≈ 0.8). Switching of S7
implements the MPPT function. In Fig. 12 it is
shown that AV APF has fast dynamic response to
load current change due to the low capacitance of
filter capacitor.
Theoretically, the AV APF system could
operate, also for special case of load current where
it is obtained a constant filter capacitor voltage,
according to (4). In that case the AV APF would
have the same waveforms and efficiency like the
constant voltage APF, both concerning the AC and
DC side of AV APF converter. Such case can be
hardly expected especially because of the filter
capacitor capacitance minimization (Fig. 12).
However, any load current waveform change (from
this theoretic case) brings the filter capacitor
voltage adaptation, improved switching conditions,
and
supported
PV
converter
action.

(16)

L2

active power filter (APF)

iS
vS

iF
iL

DX
+
solar cells

S1

(17)

i PV

S3

L1

S6
D7

S7

nonlinear load

S2

vX
S4

vC

L3

1

C1

D6

S5

C2
vC2

adaptive voltage converter with boost PV DC/DC converter

Figure 11. Single-phase shunt active power filter with adaptive filter capacitor voltage with two inductors
in adaptive converter circuit (boost-buck topology).
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vC1
iS
iL

t

Figure 12. Measured transient recorded for boost-buck AV APF for change of A-class load current iL; filter
capacitor voltage vC1, source.
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Conclusion

It has been shown that the active power filter with
adaptive filter capacitor voltage (AV APF) has
slightly higher efficiency (1 %) than the active
power filter with constant filter capacitor voltage.
Since the filter capacitor voltage waveform in AV
APF depends on load current, different filter
capacitor voltage waveforms can appear. In spite of
the fact that each such case (waveform) has its
particular losses and efficiency, numerous
measurements show that efficiency improvement
appears always when the difference between
minimal and maximal filter capacitor voltage is
higher than 200 V (for DC link voltage above
400 V). Several topologies were compared in order
to recharge the filter capacitor in synergy with the
low-voltage photovoltaic sources (33 V). Besides,
adaptation of the filter capacitor voltage brings an
improvement in sense of line current harmonic
distortion with minor dynamic performance
improvement compared to constant DC link voltage
APF.
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